
        RETURNING THIS FALL FOR OUR 8TH SEASON…

            GREAT FILMS                 THOUGHTFUL DISCUSSION                 A GOOD NOSH      

SATURDAYS AT 7 PM

THE WOMEN’S BALCONY  SEPTEMBER 22, 2018   ISRAEL 2016 (96 min)
 
Sparks fly in a Jerusalem neighborhood, when a charismatic rebbe rattles the established 
modern Orthodox order. A comic drama ensues and escalates into an unpredictable battle of the 
sexes as the women demand that the synagogue’s balcony be rebuilt. The stellar ensemble cast 
of actors breathe life into this major Israeli box-office and overseas success. 

To view the trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZfMlI97DHbo

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF HANK GREENBERG  OCTOBER 20, 2018   USA 1998 (90 min)
 
When America needed heroes, a Jewish slugger stepped up to the plate...
And so begins the story of Hank Greenberg, the first Jewish baseball star in the Major Leagues. 
Dubbed the “Hebrew Hammer”, he endured anti-semitism to became a great first baseman and 
led the Detroit Tigers to the World Series in the ‘30s. Twice named MVP and inducted into the 
Baseball Hall of Fame, Hank Greenberg still stands as a hero and inspiration. Winning 8 Best 
Documentary Feature awards, this documentary lovingly traces the life and career of Greenberg 
though archival footage and interviews.

To view the trailer: https://youtu.be/uD5XSSQH8U8

GERMANS AND JEWS   NOVEMBER 24, 2018  USA 2016 (76 min) 
Modern Berlin is cast as the new Promised Land with at least 150,000 Jews – many Israeli-born 
artists, musicians and entrepreneurs – flocking to the city’s cultural and techno-friendly scene. 
In Germans and Jews, Director Janina Quint tackles two questions: is the German public ready 
to face head-on what happened during WWII, and, can Jews feel at home in today’s Germany, 
given the past? Filmed during a lively dinner party, this documentary constructs an absorbing 
tale of reconciliation, interlacing historical narration with personal stories. 

To view the trailer:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fg4anJNqvgk 
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ATOMIC FALAFEL  DECEMBER 15, 2018  ISRAEL 2015 (100 min)

Social media, nuclear showdown, an unlikely friendship, and a falafel food truck all come 
together – and it’s the making of balagan ~ chaos, Israeli-style. With a nod to Stanley Kubrick’s 
Dr. Strangelove, this outrageous and fast-paced satire delivers a pro-peace message, as two 
teens, one from Israel and the other from Iran, work to subvert plans for a nuclear attack. The  
inspired music track, with Israeli and Iranian folk tunes, indy rock and even Farsi rap, keeps the 
pace going while adding to the commentary.

To view the trailer: https://youtu.be/CRtc_mQ6Ewc

 

IN THE FADE    JANUARY 19, 2019  GERMANY/FRANCE 2017 (106 min)

The life of a free spirited German woman is shattered after neo-Nazis mail-bomb the office of 
her immigrant husband, killing him and their young son. Set in present-day Hamburg, this 
political courtroom-revenge thriller examines one woman’s grief and her single-minded pursuit 
of justice. Director Fatih Akin’s filmmaking is crisp and edgy and Diane Kruger’s starring 
performance is so fierce and compelling she won the 2017 Cannes Film Festival Award for Best 
Actress. 

To view the trailer: https://youtu.be/UyjnzhXJlHU

NOODLE   FEBRUARY 9, 2019  ISRAEL 2008 (90 min)

Miri, twice-widowed and leading a routine existence as an El Al flight attendant, has her world 
turned upside-down when she finds herself caring for an abandoned 5-year old boy from Beijing.  
Nicknaming the child, ‘Noodle,’ since he speaks no Hebrew and she speaks no Mandarin, Miri 
sets out to locate his mother and finds new meaning to her life along the way. This 
heartwarming story bridges cultural differences while reminding us of the innate goodness in 
everyone. A sure feel-good film, Noodle  won the Grand Jury Prize at the Montreal World Film 
Festival.

To view the trailer: https://youtu.be/OodBfkm03rU

FREE FOR ALL DJC MEMBERS • $5 FOR NON-MEMBERS 
MUST RSVP FOR LOCATION • CONTACT US AT djcMovieNight@gmail.com

Stay tuned for more films coming Spring 2019!
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